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HOW DO I TEST EVERYTHING?
One of the most difficult issues facing organizations today is how to minimize business
impact when executing upgrades, customizations, and maintenance to enterprise
applications. As systems age and original developers leave, fully testing new functionality
and new software versions becomes particularly difficult. These modifications require I.T.
departments to spend considerable time validating system logic to ensure business
operations will not be impacted.
Manual validation of every function across an enterprise solution requires a substantial
amount of resources and is often too expensive for an organization to complete effectively.
Aras recognizes these issues and has developed a way to help.

ARAS TEST AUTOMATION FRAMEWORK
To support the critical task of efficiently testing a system release, Aras offers the Test
Automation Framework (TAF), a product built to work specifically with the Aras Platform.
Testing a release follows the standard Test
Pyramid concept (shown here).
1. Developers validate their code
with unit tests.
2. Server-side tests are automated
where possible.
3. User Interface (UI) tests are written to
keep the manual tests to a minimum.
For several years, the Aras Innovator product development team has followed these
best practices and, as a result, developed the internal environment to facilitate the
process. It is composed of two separate frameworks, Web UI Client Tests (Selenium)
and Server Integration Tests (AML), which enable customers to develop reusable test
scripts for Aras Innovator.
The AML Integration framework for server-side integration testing is based on NUnit
TestRunner that utilizes AML request/response comparison.
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The Selenium API-based framework for Aras Innovator supports automated UI testing. This
extensive new framework supports web controls for supported Aras Innovator versions.
The product offers full compatibility for future versions, including any UI changes in Aras
Innovator. TAF subscribers can build their UI Selenium tests in their current Innovator
version and continue to leverage them in future versions.
This Test Automation Framework includes a Visual Studio extension to help customers get
started. It comes with an extensive set of documentation including “Get Started” and “API”
guides, along with many out-of-the-box working sample test scripts. These scripts can be set
up as part of automated test execution in the customer’s CI/CD ecosystem.

ADDING VALUE WITH TAF
TAF will enhance your Aras platform subscription by reducing your testing costs, speeding
up the upgrade process, and enabling your organization to take advantage of new Aras
capabilities. TAF provides the following:
▪

Support for Server-side AML and Web UI Selenium automation testing

▪

A single, test automation standard for reuse across teams including:
▪

Customers

▪

Partners

▪

Aras Software Factory (ASF)

▪

Aras Upgrades

▪

Better quality and faster turnaround for deployments and upgrades

▪

Future-proof your investment. Write test scripts once for your current version of
Innovator and continue using them for future versions.
▪

TAF supports Aras Innovator 11, 12, and future versions

▪

TAF supports all major browsers
▪

Chrome, IE, Edge, Firefox (ESR)
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IT’S EASY TO GET STARTED
▪

Aras provides full API and Getting Started documentation

▪

Aras provides C# project templates for customer tests

▪

Sample Aras Innovator tests are provided out-of-the-box

▪

All required packages and dependencies are already added and configured

HOW CAN SUBSCRIBERS GET TAF?
TAF is a testing framework that is part of the Aras DevOps subscription offering. Subscribers can get access to
TAF in any of the following ways:
▪

Leveraging the Enterprise Subscription, the Aras SaaS offering, which includes Aras DevOps

▪

Purchasing the Aras DevOps subscription add-on for their Standard Subscription

▪

Engaging Aras Professional Services on a paid project implementation*

Download the Aras Enterprise Saas and DevOps Brochures for more information.
Contact Aras to get more details on the Test Automation Framework.

* At Aras’ discretion, Aras Professional Services can request subscriber access to Aras DevOps for the duration of the engagement
project, plus the remainder of the current year of their Aras Innovator subscription. After that, if Aras is no longer engaged on a project,
subscribers can elect to continue with an Aras DevOps license as an add-on.

Aras provides a resilient platform for digital industrial applications. Only Aras offers open, low-code technology
that enables the rapid delivery of flexible, upgradeable solutions for the engineering, manufacturing, and
maintenance of complex products. Aras’ platform and product lifecycle management applications connect users
in all disciplines and functions to critical product data and processes across the lifecycle and throughout the
extended supply chain. Headquartered in Andover, MA with major offices throughout the world, Aras supports
more than 350 global multinational customers and over 250,000 users. The Aras Innovator platform is freely
downloadable. All applications are available at a single subscription rate, which includes all upgrades performed
by Aras. Aras customers include Airbus, Audi, Denso, GE, GM, Honda, Kawasaki, Microsoft, and Nissan.
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